START UP SPOTLIGHT

CUDDLYTAILS
CuddlyTails has been chosen for Innovation Depot’s Velocity Accelerator!

VISIT THE INNOVATION DEPOT WEBSITE

MAVIN APP
A mental health app to help society grasp mental health in addition to providing mental health education.

CHECK OUT THE MAVIN APP

WHAT’S NEW

Sign up for VC MIKE
A premier investor event connecting VCs to founders across the globe.
06.28 - 06.29
SIGN UP

UPCOMING EVENTS

Join us and meet the startups participating in Summerfest’s 2022 Tech Pitch Competition

READ MORE

RECENT Y.E.S. NEWS

The Business Journal:
“Startup community leaders organize Milwaukee event to connect national VCs with founders of color”

“Meet the startups selected for the 2022 Summerfest Tech Pitch Competition”

STAY CONNECTED WITH US!